Scientific / Metrology Instruments
Auto-analysis software for JMS-T200GC series

msFineAnalysis
Designed specifically for high-resolution GC-TOFMS
Auto-analysis software for data acquired by electron
ionization/soft ionization

Auto non-target analysis combining data acq

Detects complicated components by deconvolution; identifies compou

msFineAnalysis provides qualitative results by combining data acquired by EI ionization and soft ionization
It supports two different detection processes: TICC peak detection for speedy determination of major co
Components detected by deconvolution can be further examined by group analysis using a fragment iono
examine component groups and isomers that have a similar partial structure.
msFineAnalysis guarantees fast data acquisition, efficient operation, and enhanced quality of results in no
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Auto-determination of components (exact mass deconvolution) + Integrated interpretation
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TICC of GC/soft ionization data
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Auto-qualitative analysis that combines 5 qualitative techniques for the peaks
1. NIST Library Search

2. Molecular Ion Search

3. Exact Mass Analysis
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Group Analysis
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4. Isotopic Pattern Analysis
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Design Concept of msFineAnalysis

・Automatically performs all qualitative analysis processes that would otherwise need to be performed manually
・Allows anyone to obtain qualitative analysis results easily by combining GC/EI data and soft ionization (FI, CI, or PI) data

Conventional Manual Qualitative Analysis
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1. NIST Library Search

(Source)
・The NIST Mass Spectral Search Program for the
NIST/EPA/NIH Mass Spectral Library

EI+
Which is the
molecular ion?

Soft ionization
(CI+)

m/z 334
[M+H]+

2.

Search for the molecular
ion/weight of unknown
component.
It can be difficult to
determine the molecular ion
in the EI spectrum alone.
Soft ionization makes it
possible to identify the
correct molecular formula!

3. Narrow down the molecular
formula candidates by
using the isotopic pattern.

4. Compare the fragment ion
Obs. m/z

Error (mDa)

Formula

69.0715

1.1

C 5 H9

111.1187

1.3

C8H15

195.0689

1.4

C13H9NO

Specifications

chemical formulas to each
molecular ion candidate.

The composition of the
EI fragment ions can be
directly related back to the
correct molecular formula.

・Automatic peak detection and automatic creation of mass spectrum
・Mass spectrum creation by manual peak detection
・Mass spectrum creation by deconvolution
・Analysis of identical components in two measurement data
・Analysis of molecular ions from two mass spectra
・Display of NIST database search results
・Display of accurate-mass analysis result
・Display of isotopic-pattern analysis result
・Display of measurement conditions
Applicable model
JMS-T200GC Series:
AccuTOFTM GCx
AccuTOFTM GCx-plus

msFineAnalysis

The software compares molecular-formula information
acquired from the NIST librar y search with softionization exact-mass data analysis to ensure accurate
qualitative results. To do this, it examines the NIST library
search results, reduces the possibility of false-positive
identifications, and selects the correct components from
multiple candidates with similar scores. For unknown
components not registered in the NIST libraries, it
estimates molecular formulas by using soft ionization
data, acquires partial structure information and estimates
structural formulas using the EI data.
msFineAnalysis is a powerful tool based on a new
concept for supporting qualitative GC-MS analysis.

Notes
This product:
・Requires MS-56210MP (main program) and MS-06022N17
(NIST17 database) for operation.
・Works on the Windows® 10 operating system (64-bit version).
・Requires a monitor size of 920x1080 or greater.
・Works optimally with PC performance equal to or higher than MS57047PCE (recommended).
Microsoft, Windows, PowerPoint and Microsoft Office are registered
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the USA and other countries.
Microsoft Word is a product name of Microsoft Corporation.

The product specification is subject to change without prior notice.
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